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Definitions
Biosafety, referred to possible danger to workers and/or  the 
community, depending on material handled. → Manuals

Dangerous organisms
bacteria, virus and pathological forms (prions),

 for which there are no known cures.
 
Biosecurity, applies to control of personnel and activities 
(incl. tracking of experiments, material etc). → Regulations

Bioweapons and Select Agents.
Bio-material that can be used in offensive attack.

 Consider lethality, amount, weaponization.

Problem of dual use
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SELECT AGENTS
USA category

based on national security considerations

Particularly dangerous bacteria, virus, toxins and fungi

Defined by US regulators

More than 60

Controlled by  USDA, HHS, or both    

Some are naturally occurring in USA or elsewhere 

Not necessarily restricted to BSL-4



  

BSL-4
laboratory

Cost: 100s K to >  100s M $

Size: box with gloved entrance 
to large facility including animal 
housing, greenhouse and 
facilities for human patients. 

May take several years to build 
and activate.

Running cost: 10s M €/year 
(excl. personnel) 



  

Working in a BSL-4 lab



  

Working in a BSL-4 lab



  

Working in a BSL-4 lab



  

BSL-4 laboratory

 

U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases
(USAMRIID)

at Fort Detrick in Frederick, Maryland

835.000 sf (77.000 sq m)

World’s Largest
High-Containment (BSL-3+ BSL-4)

Research Lab



  

BSL-4 where - labs in the world*

EUROPE 20-25

AMERICAs
              Incl. >20 in USA 

20-30

ASIA 12-15

OCEANIA 3-4

AFRICA (South Africa) 1

TOTAL 55-70

* Approximate number 

Universities
Military
Private

Government



  

Not just BSL-4
BSL-3 and BSL-3+

Thousands of

scientists, technicians and other personnel

with both training and access to

dangerous material

 



  

BSL-4 why

High human transmission
High mortality rate 

No therapy
No vaccine 

Some examples



  

Mistakes (human errors)
skill- rule- or knowledge-based

● Needles and sharps

● Spills / drops fom culture chambers

● Sample mix-up

● Incomplete inactivation 

● Animal bites/scratch

● INTENTIONAL  ACTS



  

Mistakes (human errors)
Difficult working conditions: 
- high stress 
- fatigue
- personal problems

ACCIDENT

- fear of reprimand
- fear of stopping work
- lax safety adherence
- chain of events

Institutional cover up

MISTAKES



  

MISTAKES
A selection of episodes that posed risk to the community or

 originated wide discussion

● The last smallpox cases 1978
● The Butler saga: respected plague researcher cought in security nightmare
● The Australia mouse pox: an environmental research turned bioweapon
● Anthrax: the more it is handled, the more accidents are known:

● Sverdlovsk accident 1979 Russia
● Fort Detrick leaks from 2002 (at least) to 2019 
● Shipping of live sample (instead of inactivated) to > 22 labs worldwide

● Ebola:
● Adaptation to mouse 2004
● CDC leak 2014

● SARS: twice escaped from Chinese Lab in 2004
● Flu:

● Spanish flu reconstruction 2005
● H5N1 avian flu adaptation to humans



  

Case study: Avian Flu H5N1

● H5N1  first appear in ‘70s, mildly pathogenic
● 1996-7

●  virus highly infectiuos and extremely lethal to birds in East Asia;
●  first report of human cases (Hong Kong): 18 infected 6 deaths;
● contained by culling all domestic birds in HK 

● 2000s
● Worldwide spread, in domestic and wild birds
● Pigs in animal industry also infected
● Human infections more and more frequent  

● Vaccine (degree of protection, amount available-allocation stategy)
● Drugs  (Amantadine-Symmetrel, Oseltamivir-Tamiflu and Zanamivir-Relenza)
● 2012 report: strain highly transmissible in mammals, obtained 

through laboratory selection (in 2006 North Korea was accused of doing so) 

● Virus family circulates among birds, mammals (incl. humans)
● 19178-18: Spanish Flu (H1N1) 20-50 million deaths

● re-built in 2005 (in BSL-3 lab)
● Complex genetics: 

● 11 variable genetic units
● 16 Hemagglutinin and 9 Neuraminidase



  

2003: BU starts 5 y project on Tularemia vaccine

May- September 2004: Three cases (2 need hospitalization) 

Workers (in BSL-2 lab) were using ‘inactivated’ strain

November 2004: Public heath authorities are informed

November 2004: BU request approval for construction of BSL-4 lab, on 178 M$ 
grant from NIAD. Approval obtained in 

January 19 2005: general public is informed  (Boston Globe) 

January 2005: Construction approval is obtained 

January 2005: Public opposition mounted after revelation of the incident

January 2005: Investigations reveal lax behavior (blame the victims?)

2008: initiation of construction

2011: start work at BSL-2; 2013 BSL-3 ; 2018 BSL-4

Case study: Tularemia, Boston Univ, 2005
Franciscella tularensis, intracellular bacterium
From rodents and rabbits, frequent spillovers since historical times
Present in temperate Northern hemisphere
Different outcomes, based on host, strain and infection route:

Hyperacute lethal syndrom (inahled)
Chronic infection
Persistent immunity

Considered possible Biologica Weapon



  

The National Emerging Infectious Diseases Laboratories facility. David L. Ryan/Globe Staff



  

ACCIDENTS
non-human
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Hurricanes
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High containment summary

RISKS
Personnel contamination

spread to the community
Environmental contamination

human pathogens
animal (farmed / wild) pathogens
agricultural pests

NECESSITY
Re-emerging diseases (human) 

Emerging (new) diseases

Bioterror containment

Preparedness (for what?)



  

High containment summary

RISKS and ACCIDENTS  do occur

NECESSITY is limited

Few laboratories
Coordinated by supernational authority (WHO)

Limited personnel, international and trusted
Research programs under scrutiny by community

FULL TRANSPARENCY



  

COVID-19



  

COVID-19
Emerging Infectious Diseases

Jones, K. et al.. ‘Global Trends in Emerging Infectious Diseases’. Nature 451, no. 7181 (February 2008): 990–93.



  

COVID-19
Pandemic predicted by many, at least since ‘90s

Some examples of emerging diseases of viral origin



  

COVID-19

Most salient genetic features:

● Receptor Binding Domain in Spike 
protein

● Furin Cleavage site

● O-linked glycosylation, 3  sites



  

COVID-19 RBD
Very efficient binding to ACE2: human, cats, ferret, … …

Present in the pangolin coronavirus 

Different from ACE2 RBD of SARS-Co-V (10x higher affinity)  

Andersen, K. et al. ‘The Proximal Origin of SARS-CoV-2’. Nature Medicine 26, no. 4 (April 2020): 450–52

Not predicted based on SARS-CoV (2003)
Could be acquired by selection or by recombination in intermediate animal



  

COVID-19 polybasic cleavage site
Increase cell toxicity, slightly cell entry (induce fusion), may facilitate 
invasion of different organs

Present in other coronavirus, including human HKU1, but not in 
RaTG13, nor in pangolin CoV

Similar furin site can be selected by multiple passage in Flu HA 
(surface glycoprotein)

Spontaneous selection in condition of frequent passage
(as in urban population, or in laboratory conditions)



  

COVID-19 O-linked 
oligosaccharides

Sites made available by presence of Proline 681

Increase ‘sugar shield’ that ficilitate escape from immune system

Difficult to predict (design), and to obtain by in vitro serial passage 



  

COVID-19 
mutation rate

Chiara, M. et al. ‘Comparative Genomics Provides an 
Operational Classification System and Reveals Early 
Emergence and Biased Spatio-Temporal Distribution of SARS-
CoV-2’. Preprint. Genomics, 28 June 2020.

SARS-CoV-2 mut. rate (calculated 
on >40K genomes)
1.96x10-3 subs per site per year.

In the range of other coronavirus. 
similarly distributed in all clusters 
(diversified by geographic drift 
and/or adaptive selection).

In line with other RNA virus of 
similar size



  

COVID-19
so, where did it come from?

The only way to know for sure is to perform an extensive research to 
find its origin.

The path followed could imply a first jump from bats to another 
mammal species (adaptation to ACE2 receptor), followed by a 
second step to acquire the polybasic cleavage site. 

This second step may have happened in early human host, or in 
another mammal, or in a laboratory. 

Only a thorough investigation by expert scientists with access to all 
possible evidence can hope to find the solution.
Chinese investigators, likely the most knowledgeable on the matter, 
must be included in the collaborative research.

Full transparency on all sides is mandatory.

A role for Pugwash?



  

COVID-19
waiting for a vaccine

>150 under study / trial
Based on many different mechanisms (RNA, Inactivated, pseudotype…)

BUT…

Efficiency in antibody response
Delivery hurdles (frozen, injection, N. of treatments necessary…)
Logistic of distribution, priority setting

Duration of protection
Completeness of protection (milder disease, faster recovery...)
Percentage (of people) protected 
Potential adverse reactions or side effects
Interaction with other pathologies / drugs
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